Connected Data

Connecting your vehicle data to our platform to lower your fleet costs

Collecting and analyzing data from your company vehicles has just gotten easier. Utilizing either an embedded hardware solution for compatible GM vehicles (OnStar) or a simple plug and play third party device, you gain access to the vehicle data you need to make informed decisions. Your vehicle data is integrated into Element systems and analytics offerings eliminating the need to access another third party platform. You choose the level of visibility to your data – accurate odometer readings, maintenance diagnostic codes, location tracking, unsafe driving events and more. Improve safety, fuel efficiency, vehicle utilization and productivity through increased visibility.

For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit elementfleet.com
CONNECTED DATA
Actionable information to drive down your fleet costs

Choose the data package that best meets your company’s goals and objectives. No need for an additional third party platform – vehicle data is integrated into Element systems. Your vehicle data connected to our services

**Odometer Only**
Captures odometer data in real time

- Improves accuracy of your key fleet metrics
  - Monthly mileage
  - Average MPG
  - Cost per mile
  - Maintenance per mile
  - Accident per mile
- Accurate MPG calculations for vehicle selections
- Aids in replacement planning analysis
- Improves timing accuracy of preventive maintenance alerts
- Access to general vehicle utilization
- Integrates odometer into fleet platform and systems
- Access to data via Element’s Xcelerate web platform

**Fleet**
Odometer, maintenance and location data capture

- Odometer Only product capabilities plus maintenance and location data
- Notification of Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) and vehicle location to Element’s maintenance team to identify exact vehicle location and help make decisions on current repair situations
- Identification of the trouble code description
- Driver productivity – windshield time, stop analysis, garaging address analysis
- Stolen vehicle location identification
- Track unauthorized access to certain areas or within a certain region
- Identify after hours usage

**Safety**
Odometer, maintenance, location and additional safety data capture

- All the Fleet product capabilities plus visibility to safety stats
- Monitor speeding, hard braking and rapid acceleration to improve driver safety and lower accident expenses
- Identify drivers in need of additional safety training
- Accident reporting using GPS data
- Safety data is integrated into Element’s Risk & Safety program for visual review of MVRs and accidents (third party device only)